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ABSTRACT
History does not give a us a clear account of the thinking behind the man who, in
August 1851 while attending the 51st Annual Communication of the Grand Lodge of
Kentucky in Lexington, Kentucky, made a motion that continues to affect the course
of Freemasonry in Kentucky today. The work of recording details about history as it
is happening is not often the driving force behind recording minutes and the
compiling of proceedings in many organizations. As often found in proceedings of
the Grand Lodge of Kentucky, business is properly noted for posterity but commonly
we find little to no information about the discussion or context regarding why an issue
or topic was brought up, debated, rejected, or passed – leaving future interpretations
at the mercy of other documents and recordings, if they can be located. To better
understand what was behind many decisions that charted the early course of the
fraternity, additional research about the era and what was going on in the rest of the
Masonic world is necessary to find context and clarify why some motions, actions,
resolutions, and decisions were made when they were made.

We must work harder today than ever before because we are dealing a generation that is
drinking from a well we didn’t dig and eating from a tree we didn’t plant. We must
educate our members on our heritage [history].
~ James C. Joiner, Chair, Masonic Education Committee, Grand Lodge of Kentucky, 2003.1
____________________________________________________

CONDENSED BACKGROUND

T

he Baltimore Convention of 1843 had long lasting and important effects on Masonry in the United
States and introduced many innovations to American lodges. The convention was held in
Baltimore from May 8 until May 17, 1843. Of the twenty-three grand lodges in the United States
at the time, sixteen were represented. The idea of the Convention originally included examining the
standardizing of ritual among all grand lodges, a general grand lodge, and a plan for the various grand
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lodges to solve mutual problems through future conventions.2 The results of the convention, however, did
not meet the expectations of many of the organizers.
Since 1998, nearly half of the grand jurisdictions in the United States have rejected what, at one time, all
adopted as a result of one particular recommendation arising from the 1843 Baltimore Convention. That
recommendation was, like all the rest, non-binding and, once adopted by all American grand lodges, kept
Entered Apprentices and Fellow Crafts from participating in lodge meetings anywhere in the United
States. It was felt that Entered Apprentices and Fellowcrafts were not members of the Lodge and not
entitled to the franchises of members. Recognizing that what may have seemed a good idea at the time
had long outlived its alleged need and purpose, twenty-six grand jurisdictions have rejected that
recommendation and returned to the practice of what had been in place not only in the United States prior
to 1843 but the rest of the Masonic world.

WHY WAS IT A GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME?
On the closing day of the Convention, a final recommendation was made at the eleventh hour from the
Grand Lodge of Missouri. It was suggested by Missouri lodges should be prohibited from opening and
doing any business except on the Master Mason degree. They referred to opening in any degree but the
Master Mason degree to conduct business as an “impropriety.” One might think today that due trial and
strict examination of lawful information as called for in our ritual would prevent such occurrence,
however, the circumstances at the time did not make that a reality.
Twenty-six American Grand Lodges today continue to deny Entered Apprentices and Fellow Crafts
participation in lodge in a way that the rest of the Masonic world views as rearward. Twenty-four grand
lodge jurisdictions have, since 1988, reject the incongruity of the Baltimore Convention idea and allow
their lodges to open and conduct business on the Entered Apprentice Degree with certain restrictions on
voting, holding office, etc.
To understand why this was thought of as a good idea at the time, context is necessary.
Fueling the flames of the already rising anti-Masonic sentiments in America, was the 1826 kidnapping of
William Morgan by Masons in Batavia, New York – later known as the Morgan Affair. Five years of
legal investigation and prosecution on the matter of Morgan’s disappearance left a trail of: 20 grand juries
and 15 trials; 54 Freemasons indicted, 39 brought to trial; and, 10 convictions, but none on the charge of
murder. Each of the defendants confessed to abducting Morgan and holding him against his will for days
– but no one confessed to killing him. 3
Ultimately, the anti-Masonic hysteria led to discrediting Freemasonry as an intellectual society and
portrayed the institution as a dangerously subversive organization. Anti-Masons publicized rituals,
passwords, and so on for all degrees, making it very difficult to tell who was a Mason and who was not.
Many lodges turned away visitors because they could not prove themselves according to the work used by
that particular lodge. Lodges lost so many members to resignation and death following the Morgan Affair
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that by the late 1830s, there were not enough members who remembered the work, much less the
observant practices integral to Freemasonry.
During the period, many were no longer were eager to join or even be known as Freemasons. As an
institution, the reputation of Freemasonry was utterly decimated in America. The number of Masons in
the United States during the acknowledged hay-day of the anti-Masonry period, dropped from 100,000 to
40,000. Six of every ten Freemasons left their lodges – many who moved to new towns and states claimed
they had never been Freemasons.
New York alone went from 20,000 members to 3,000 and from 480 lodges to eighty-two. The Grand
Lodge of Pennsylvania surrendered its charter in 1834, conveying its property to trustees, and did not
reincorporate until 1859. In Kentucky the number of lodges dropped from 66 to 37 as membership rolls
cut in half.
Kentucky Past Grand Master, Rob Morris conspicuously attempted to minimize the effect of the Morgan
Affair on the state, and wrote in his 1859, History of Kentucky, that “Kentucky did not seem to have much
enthusiasm for the anti-Masonic politics that followed the disappearance of William Morgan in Batavia,
New York, in 1826 and took little official notice of the Morgan Affair. The state took its losses of lodges
and members in stride as they weathered the storm.” 4 Illustrating the poor shape Kentucky Freemasonry
was in as a result of the aftermath of Morgan, however, he also noted that “If the torment had not
subsided when it did, within another ten years, the Order in Kentucky would have died out from sheer
neglect.”5
What Morris provided, however, is insight into the state of Kentucky Freemasonry at the time.
Regardless, within ten years of the Morgan Affair, even though experienced lecturers, ritualists, and those
who were most knowledgeable about the Craft were long gone, as Kentucky embarked once more on an
accelerated expansion, chartering new lodges at an amazingly fast rate exceeded only by New York.
In 1843, Grand Master Henry Wingate delivered a four-page address. His address was the first time any
reference was made to the aftermath of the Morgan Affair in grand lodge records. Wingate never
mentioned Morgan or New York. Instead, he spoke to the issue of rapid expansion of membership,
stating:
Amidst the perils and privations attendant on the border life of our pioneer fathers,
Masonry struck root early, and grew in our fertile soil luxuriantly as the native products
of our loamy plains. But that growth was, perhaps, too rank and unpruned for the best
interests of the Craft: the entrance was not guarded with proper vigilance. The elevated
standard of Masonic morality was, in too many instances, practically lowered. Many of
the members were deficient in the very forms of Masonry and seemed not at all to enter
into its spirit and real character [an allusion to the Morgan Affair].

Rob Morris, History of Freemasonry in Kentucky. 1859.
Ibid. (The two positions seem to contradict one another, but students of the writings of Rob Morris often find him attempting to minimize the
ravaging effects of the Morgan Affair in Kentucky and struggling to explain the losses of members and lodges during the period. Morris may
have believed he had to write something about the Morgan Affair in relation to Kentucky, as there was no reference of mention of the event in
the annual proceedings of the Grand Lodge of Kentucky from 1827 through 1842.)
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He called the rapid expansion “numerical strength,” noting it had weakened the Craft’s adhesive
principles. He made a strong demand emphasizing the “absolute necessity” of subordinate lodges
ensuring that men become “perfect in the lectures of each degree” before they were permitted to advance
to higher ones. He warned that “without this too much neglected precaution, our lodges will be filled up
with men who do not properly understand, cannot appreciate, and will not do honor to Masonry.”
In 1850, just seven years later, Grand Master James M.S. McCorkle delivered his address to the annual
proceedings of the Grand Lodge of Kentucky. Proudly, McCorkle proclaimed that “the genius of
Masonry” had risen again. That statement was in reference to the aftermath of the Morgan Affair, which
he called “a storm, terrible in our annals,” creating the “spirit of desolation” that “spread her blighting
influence over us, and many lodges ceased to work. But, when at length the storm had swept by and
its fury passed away, hope planted her rainbow colors on the dark and fleeting cloud; the
breaches in our Temple walls were re-built, and far brighter prospects gradually beamed upon the
craft, as the sound of the gavel was again distinctly heard. The genius of Masonry arose again,
purified by the effects of the tempest that had passed over her.”
Freemasonry’s comeback was indeed something to be proud of and McCorkle roused that sentiment in his
address, but the rapid proliferation began to look exactly like the previous obsession with expansion that
took place across the nation around 1800. The overconfident assumption that the second wave of
expansion would make up for the lost membership and lodges—even at the risk of lacking appropriate
oversight and support—was too powerful a lure and once again, Freemasonry fell victim to the notion that
the success of Freemasonry could be measured by the number of names on membership rosters.
This was the sentiment of much of Freemasonry in America and the background that made adopting the
idea of opening and doing business on only the Master Mason degree an “impropriety” seemed like a
good idea at the time. After all, it might reduce the chances of a repeat of not only what happened in
Batavia in 1826, but better ensure posers and those seeking relief from the fraternity would not be able to
find their way into a lodge of Master Masons. This recommendation coincided neatly with another
recommendation from the Convention: the adoption of dues cards.
No matter, it is difficult today to see the situation in exactly the same way men of the era did, so their
“good idea,” was perhaps a solution at the time, but failing to see the perceived solution in 1843 as a
“good idea” today, haunts half of the jurisdictions in American Freemasonry.

ENTER THE STEAMBOAT CAPTAIN
Perhaps, he was moved by Grand Master McCorkel’s address and was familiar with not only the
Baltimore Convention recommendation but had experienced the problem of posers and pretenders
approaching his own lodge in Maysville, Kentucky. While both could offer explanation of the steamboat
captain’s resolution, there is more to consider.
His name appears spelled different ways in Masonic and community records, which made it difficult to
locate a great deal of information about him. His family was from Westmoreland County, Virginia. His
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father, Dempsey, was contracted by the Continental Army to provide meat
from 1780 to 1783.6 He married Calestia Bland in 1847 and was noted as a
steamboat captain with his brother Edward in 1839. 7
We do know for sure that by 1851, the thirty-eight-year-old captain had
already served as Master of Confidence Lodge 52, in Maysville (elected to
that position twice). He was elected Junior Grand Warden 1836 and Grand
High Priest in 1846. He was also a Trustee of the Masonic College of
Kentucky in Lagrange and served as Chair on the Grand Lodge Committee
for Lodges Under Dispensation in 1854. There was no progressive line in
the elected grand line chairs when he was elected as junior grand warden,
so this was the only elected grand line office to which he was elected. The
captain was clearly engaged in the fraternity.
At the 52st Annual Communication, as presentative of his lodge, Dempsey
Carrell entered a resolution by way of amendment to the constitution and
Dempsey Carrell
started the process that led to Kentucky adopting the rule that subordinate
Image provided by
lodges could open and do business only on the Master Mason Degree. His
WB S. Brad Drew
resolution read: “That all business of the Subordinate Lodges shall be
transacted in the third degree of masonry, except the initiation or passing of candidates.” 8
Before Carrell’s resolution was adopted, several changes were made. A brother identified only as
Sumerwell, resolved that:
Article 59, also the amendment to the constitution adopted at the last meeting of
this Grand Lodge, on page 33 of printed proceedings, and originally proposed by
Bro. Carrell, be stricken out, and the following be adopted in lieu thereof: "All
business of, the subordinate Lodge shall be transacted in the third degree of
masonry, except the ceremony of initiation or passing of candidates, or acting
on a charge preferred against an E. A. or F.C. Mason.9
Sumerwell’s resolution was laid over until the next convocation for consideration.
The resolution offered by Sumerwell, was taken up in 1854 and rejected. In its place, a resolution was
offered by R. G. Stuart, as follows:
Resolved, That, the by-laws of this Grand Lodge requiring all business of the
Subordinate Lodge's to be transacted in the third degree be so amended as to-authorize
the Subordinate Lodges to receive petitions for initiation and ballot on the same in the
first degree; and receive and ballot our petitions for passing in the second, degree; and
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that any brother-guilty of an offense shall be tried in his respective degree, and that
all other business shall be transacted in the third degree.10
Carrell presented one other unrelated amendment to the constitution. Again, there was no record of why
he made the resolution, whether it was discussed and certainly no record of context. In 1854, he sought to
strike the article authorizing past masters “collectively, one vote.”11 The amendment was never passed.
On page 24 of the 1855 Proceedings, we find Carrell’s name for the final time when a resolution was
adopted recognizing his service to Freemasonry. The Grand Secretary was instructed to transmit and copy
of the resolution to his family. Carrell died in August 1855 at age forty-four. Kentucky Death Records
from 1855-1965 notes his death was due to dropsy. His wife, Jane, remained a widow the rest of her life.
Their child, Jane, died four years after Carrell.
Aside from his elected positions and resolutions made at Annual Proceedings, today, because of the lack
of records available, Dempsey Carrell has passed into history, carrying a special distinction. He was the
voice of Kentucky Masons who subscribed to one of the non-binding recommendations of the 1843
Baltimore Convention that changed the course of Freemasonry in Kentucky – a course questionable in
value in American Freemasonry today.
In the absence of documentation in the Proceedings or elsewhere as to why Kentucky Masons believed
Carrell’s initial resolution was constructive, one can only presume it was primarily because the idea was a
product of the times - an idea that swept the nation in an era where the situation that gave rise to the idea
is much different today, thus making the very reason for its practice and exhausted concept with
unanticipated consequences.
SINCE DEMPSEY CARRELL’S RESOLUTION
Legislation has been presented in Kentucky seven times since 2002 to repeal the 1855 rule. The earliest
found in records was legislation filed in 2002 by Auburn Lodge No. 374.12 Again, there was no record of
discussion or context about the legislation. All seven proposals failed.
In 2017, however, a judiciously thoughtful proposal came from Elvin Helms Lodge No. 926 that
authorized lodges to determine if they wished to change or not, thus not imposing the change on any
lodge. The legislation read:
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Any subordinate Lodge may, at its discretion, with the consent of a majority of the members
present and duly noted in its minutes, elect to conduct all Lodge business on any of the three
degrees of Masonry (Entered Apprentice, Fellow Craft or Master Mason). Such election shall
remain in force until the Lodge, with the consent of a majority of the members present and
duly noted in its minutes, shall revoke such election. In all instances, only Master Masons
shall have the right to vote. Unless a subordinate Lodge affirmatively acts to elect to conduct
its business on the Entered Apprentice Degree or the Fellow Craft Degree, all Lodge business
shall be done in a Lodge of Master Masons. The above provisions notwithstanding, conferring
Degrees, examination of proficiencies and trials of members shall all be held in a Lodge
opened on the Degree corresponding.
What made this proposal prudent for the times is that it permitted each lodge to make their own decision
as to what practice best fits their lodge without imposing restrictions on other lodges who may find it
more workable for them to open and do business on the Entered Apprentice or Fellow Craft degree.
The legislation laid over or a vote in 2018. The vote was 195 (60%) delegates against allowing any lodge
the option of a choice, and 135 (40%) were in favor of giving all lodges the option of a choice. Once
again, the Craft in Kentucky declared that it was not prepared to do more than preserve the current on this
matter. It should be noted, however, that each year the proposal was introduced, there was a gain of those
in favor of the legislation.
Notwithstanding the fanciful, opinions and the anecdotal, a valid study or records that track the
effectiveness of Carrell’s 164-year-old resolution that all business of subordinate Lodges are transacted in
the third degree has proven effective, does not exist. In fact, no such documents can be found anywhere in
other jurisdictions where this recommendation of the 1843 Baltimore Convention was adopted.
To be fair, just as there is no record of the effectiveness of the 1855 rule in Kentucky, there is little to
nothing either - beyond opinion or the anecdotal - that tells us those jurisdictions returning to the pre-1843
way of doing business, works better. Would a formal study be helpful to those on either side of the issue?
Of course, it would, but American Freemasonry in generally is not known for looking objectively into the
history of why we do many things we do in our delivery of the promise of Freemasonry.
Belaboring the issue surrounding the subject is not exhausted although it is thwarted and often
roadblocked by those who continue to subscribe to the notion that excluding members of the first and
second degree from participating in lodge meetings today somehow strengthens the fraternity. Asking
those who subscribe to that notion to explain how clinging to the 1855 rule does so, is, more often than
not, boils down to the ever-popular, evidence-troubled and corrosive, mindset: “We’ve always done it that
way.” That mindset is true, of course, as long as one conveniently discards the first 138-year history of
organized Freemasonry, counts only from 1855 forward, and unaware of context behind the
recommendation from the Baltimore Convention.
In the absence of additional formal, trustworthy data that supports the effectiveness of the existing rule or
proves cause for its repeal, advocates in favor of such a change are fighting the history of the fraternity
surrounding this issue – a history showing we often rely on sentiments rooted in sheer opinion rather than
examining the broader issue in weighing what may be best for the good of the order.
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